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  We studied on the clinical effects of administration of 180 mg per day of leftose combined with
a small dosage ofantibiotics， 500 mg per day ofcephalexin（CEX） or pentrex（AB－PC）， for the 82 patients
with acute cystitis （Jeftose－group）． These effects were compared with the results of 30 cases treated
with the same dose and the same kinds of antibiotics without leftose （contrel－group）．
  The results were as follows：
  1． There was not a much difference between the two groups in the summarized clinical effects，
but the ratio of the excellent effect was significantly higher in 40．60／o of the ｝eftose－group ．than in 26．70／．
of the control－group．
  2． As for the subjective symptoms， especia］Jy the frequency， improvement was shown in 39．SO／i
of the control－group， while ilt 78．60／， of the leftose－group， This difference was statistically significant．
（X2＝8．92， p〈O．05）
  3． There were found no side reactions due to administration ofleftose．
  4． Consequently all these studies indicated that leftose is a useful tablet when combined with
a small dosage of antibiotics for the patients with acute cystitis．

















726 泌尿紀要 25巻 7号 1979年
Table l．対 照 群
姦  性  年令  抗生剤 菌 種 総合判定
 1 女  22  CEX
 2 女  24  CEX
 3 女  27  CEX
 4 女  33  CEX
 5 女  34  CEX
 6 女  41  CEX
 7 女  42  CEX
 8 女  49  CEX
 9 女  50  CEX
10女50CEX11女52CEX12  女  53   CEX
13女54CEX14女54CEX15女67CEX16女69CEX17女18AB－PC18女22AB－PC19女23AB－PC20女32AB－PC21女33AB－PC22女51AB－PC23女52AB－PC24女64AB－PC25  女  70  AB－PC


































































































































































































































































































性別抗生剤 署効 有効やや有効無効 有効率
対照群
  CEX 5
女







  CEX O
男









  CEX 7
女







  dEx 1
男
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（20．0％） （ 6． 7％）
         22
Lefto．s．e併用群．
        （68．7％）
 7       3
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群
 （30．O％）（66．7％） （ 3．3％）
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Table 5． 頻 尿
改  善  やや改善  不 変





























対 照    17 7 2群
 （65．4％） （26．9％） （ 7．7％）
         15


































GEXおよびAB－PC 1日1500 mgにLeftose 1日
200mgを併用投与し，われわれと同様8日目の判定
で著効率57・9％と報告し，われわれのCEX， AB－PG
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